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This article makes a case for the centrality of yearning in fictional representations of characters. With the help of illustrations from Adam Phillips, Olen Butler and Ted Hughes I argue that this key element may be missing from the creative work of students. This is my attempt, through exercises and other stimuli, to generate this yearning or longing in the work of my MA students on the Creative and Life Writing Programme at Goldsmiths through a set of linked exercises, with samples of students’ writing, offering a commentary on each and concluding with some tentative, but positive findings. 
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We are who we are because we want things. This is true in life and in stories. We are made recognizable to ourselves and to others by our desires. Without desire we become depressed; we feel and appear like a wilted, smelly vegetable. A prolonged period in this state of emptiness will isolate us. We will rot. Successful stories describe the vicissitudes and complications of desire through the actions, thoughts and interactions of their main characters.   In his essay, ‘Looking At Obstacles’, the psychotherapist, Adam Phillips says:
It is impossible to imagine desire without obstacles, and wherever we find something to be an obstacle we are at the same time desiring. It is part of the fascination of the Oedipus story in particular, and perhaps of narrative in general, that we or the heroes and heroines of their fictions never know whether obstacles create desire, or desires create obstacles. We are never quite sure which it is we are seeking, and it is difficult to imagine how to keep the story going without both. (Phillips 1993)

Among other things, this is also a pretty good description of ‘writer’s block’, although interestingly, Philips, author of at least ten books, can hardly be said to suffer from it. Nevertheless, through the stories of his patients, many of them children, he gives us a pretty good account of similar afflictions and blocks.   Most of the writers – some experienced, some budding - that I teach do not suffer from ‘writer’s block’, nor do they complain of being stuck. They want to write and already have at least a couple of stories, drafts or beginnings of novels under their belts before they start the MA in Creative Life Writing. The writing workshop plus the one-to-one tutorials with writers ardu.vakil@gmail.com

give them a chance, we hope, to experience in miniature what an audience out there in the world might be looking for in a story. What makes a story live, and breathe, and catch fire? Working with this question is also, of course, the struggle I took on when I started out as a writer some twenty years ago. Typically, though, writers setting out are much less interested in an audience. As David Foster Wallace says in his essay, ‘The Nature of Fun’: ‘In the beginning, when you first start out to write fiction, the whole endeavour’s about fun. You don’t expect anybody else to read it. You’re writing almost wholly to get yourself off.’ (Wallace, 2012)
I’ll add this, it’s easier for me to help my students than it is to help myself. In fact, sometimes, after a one-hour tutorial with a student, helping them to pick their way through a draft of their story I often come away feeling enthused and glowing with ideas, and wonder why I don’t quickly make use of the creativity that’s been generated in the tutorial to write a story of my own. But it is one thing to enthuse and assist orally and another to put words on paper.
To get back to Phillip’s point. One of the things that makes a story alive is the way character is depicted or conveyed. And one of the things that appears to me essential in this building of a character in fiction is that she has to exhibit in some shape or form desire or yearning. Robert Olen Butler, a Pulitzer prize-winning novelist and a teacher of many years, describes it well:
Yearning is always part of fictional character. In fact one way to understand plot is that it represents the dynamics of desire… Those failed manuscripts of students and aspiring writers – many of them showing a lot of talent - contain characters, with problems, attitudes, opinions, sensibility, voice – all of those things and often a wonderfully evoked milieu to boot. But none of these things automatically carries with it yearning.  The dynamics of desire can be missing from a story that is rich with all those. (Butler 2005)

The ‘missing’ ingredient is the concrete expression of the struggle that Philips makes clear for us in his description of obstacles and desires quoted above. When I give students Olen Butler’s chapter on yearning to read, they come back full of praise for what he has to say. They understand, they appreciate, and yet, in the course of my time as a teacher of Creative Writing, it is more often the case than not that the pieces of writing I am given to read are lacking in the ‘dynamics of desire’ that Olen Butler writes about. There are no obstacles and there seems to be no yearning for anything in the protagonists presented on the page.

This begs two big questions: what makes an engaging character in fiction? And, if yearning of some sort is always necessary then how do we as teachers of writing help students, and ourselves, to inject that ‘yearning’ into our writing when we create characters? In some of the best and clearest essays on writing (originally talks on the radio for school children ), Poetry in the Making, Ted Hughes said :
Out of all the writing about people that is in existence, it is unbelievable how little seems to contain any life at all. It seems that it must be terribly difficult to write about a person in such a way that the reader can feel what he was like alive, what his presence was…
	The art of choosing just those details about a person which catch his or her life, is not an easy one. As I say, everybody has to be learnt afresh. You cannot make a character come alive in your words simply by describing what he looks like in general, saying, for instance, ‘He had a big nose and was bald, and wore blue mostly but sometimes brown. I think he had brown eyes.’ All that tells you nothing : the person described might be a million people. He might be thin and dwarfish, or immensely fat and tall. His big nose might be a Roman nose, a spindly-nobbly nose, or a hammered-out boxer’s nose. From that description you cannot be sure. Your imagination is not given any definite cue, and so it does not go into action, and the whole art of writing is to make your reader’s imagination go into action. (Hughes, 1967)

A character comes alive, certainly, by the way you describe him, the writer’s choice of details to include, but can she or he truly be said to be engaged with the world of the novel without some expression of desire? Even if this expression of desire is conveyed to the reader through a denial of wants. The beginning of ‘To the Lighthouse’ comes to mind as an example of the smallest of desires that takes over an entire novel. I think Hughes is acknowledging this when he says in his Note at the end of this chapter:
All imaginative writing is to some extent the voice of what is neglected or forbidden, hence its connection with the past in a nostalgic vein and the future in a revolutionary vein. Hence, too, its connection with the old Adam, with volcanoes, world-endings, monstrous outrages etc. So when an English teacher invites from his pupils imaginative disclosures about people, he generally has School tradition against him. But there ought to be plenty of room within easily permitted things for plenty of interesting work. 
	Nevertheless, the imagination likes a wide open field of action, fifteen minutes of license and immunity. If the teacher cannot somehow provide this, he should not expect that much nerve from his pupils.’ (Hughes, 1967)

So I have been thinking, as I work with my students about ways and means - exercises, short tasks, writing in bursts - that might release new characters and hoping that these characters might live on the page, not just through the details of description but through the story showing us what they want. At the back of my mind was this business of yearning and desiring, and I thought if I could get the students to inject some real yearning or desiring into the character then there was a good chance that they might excite and engage the reader. Like this opening from ‘A Woman’s Life’, a story by the Indian/Pakistani writer, Sadat Hasan Manto:
She had had a long day and she fell asleep as soon as she hit the bed. The city sanitary inspector, whom she always called Seth, had just gone home very drunk. His love-making had been aggressive as usual and he had left her feeling bone-weary. He would have stayed much longer but for his wife who, he said, loved him very much.
The silver coins which she had earned were safely tucked inside her bra. Her breasts still bore the traces of the inspector’s wet kisses. Occasionally the coins would clink as she took a particularly deep breath. 
She was sprawled face down on the wide, wooden bed. Her bare arms, stretched out on either side, looked like the frame of a kite which had come unstuck from the paper. (Manto, trans 2011)

 I take it as axiomatic that the best kind of teaching is one in which the pupil learns by doing.  The journey starts with examples from other texts (not just literature).  These examples may come with some commentary and are followed by group discussion.  Finally, and most important, there is getting them to try it out themselves through exercises and stories. I put together a series of short exercises. 
Here are some of the responses of my students, offered in a spirit of exploration and questioning. Are we/they getting anywhere?  In the longer run, it might depend on whether they used something from this exercise in a story or a novel- but in the shorter term, let us simply ask the question Hughes asks ‘are any of their characters brought alive?’ and the one Olen Butler asks: ‘How much has yearning got to do with it?’ 
The ages of the nine students in the MA group range from 24-55.  I thought of ways to get them to look for two things: physical characteristics and for some kind of emotion hidden behind the action. The emotion should come from the writer’s experience. I would have to find a way of stimulating it. And then, if I asked them to think of the physical characteristics of someone they knew well and put the emotion into that person, I wondered what might happen. I want them to work quite fast. The whole set of exercises should not take more than 20 minutes. I want them to reach in and grab something out of their unconscious. I want them to play or day-dream or have ‘fun’ in the way that children do. As Freud wrote in his essay, ‘Creative Writers and Day-Dreaming’: 
The child’s best-loved and most intense occupation is with his play or games. Might we not say that every child at play behaves like a creative writer…?’ (Freud, 1959) 
Or the other way around. I wanted to find out whether these exercises might get them started on thinking about new but credible characters. You start with yourself, but then you forget yourself and then you come back to the essence of yourself, but through a different route. 
Here’s what I did:
I started by played five minutes from the slow movement of Beethoven’s violin concerto. Music can express emotions in a way that is direct and visceral, and it accesses emotions quickly. It might I thought send the students directly to some desires they could recall. Having used music in different ways for exercises before, I believe instrumental music works better, because voice brings with it the complications and lures of storytelling which I don’t want them to be distracted by. I just want them to have a feeling or a set of feelings. Otherwise, I might have used a song by Patsy Cline, whose voice expresses yearning of a kind that is unsurpassed in my experience. I tend to use music that ranges from the very loud, oceanic and tempestuous to the soft, tight and minimalist. Orchestral music, particularly Beethoven, does the job well. 
This exercise is probably best done once the people in the group know each other a little and some basic ideas and texts about character and desire have been floated and discussed.  Once they have listened to the music I lead them through a series of short tasks. (My basic rules to students for exercises are that you work fast without worrying too much about punctuation, grammar, roundness or neatness in the construction of sentences. ‘License and immunity’, as Hughes said, are the keys to this kind of writing. Shaping and editing can come later.)

- Write about one or two things that came to your mind while that music was playing. These could be anecdotes, emotions or memories. 

- Single out and write down one or two emotions that you have expressed in the associative writing you have just done. 

- Now make up a character who has that emotion. In other words, take the  emotion you have just identified and put it into a character who is not you.

- Give the character a name, a sex, a couple of bodily attributes different from your own, e.g. (they have read the Ted Hughes chapter so they know I am asking them not to generalize, but to pick something distinctive) their hair, their teeth, the slope of their shoulders, their hands.

- Now try to give this person a way of talking which you feel confident you can reproduce, but different from your own. Think of a family member, or someone you know quite well, whose speech is familiar to you.

- What does this person have in their bag or in their pockets? What do they carry around? The basics, but also add something interesting. (I tell them one or two things I have in my rucksack on that day: a bunch of cavolo nero - Italian dark-leaved spinach that comes into season about no that I am  keen on braising with garlic - and a can of tennis balls for my night game.)

- Now go back to that emotion you identified at the beginning. Something happens to your character that allows this emotion to flow. Explain what happens, describe it, create an incident or anecdote that involves your character. (Allow 6-7 minutes for this piece of writing.)

- Finally, write a four-line poem in the voice of the character. A distillation of their feelings as a result of the incident you have just described. (2-3 mins.)

Below is a selection of responses from the workshop of nine mature students. I’ll give each student a number and concentrate on their responses to the penultimate question, where I asked them to write a short anecdote/story about the character they had created, which encapsulated or showed the yearning they had distilled from the music. 
1. 
Antonio was on the way to the beach on a Monday morning. Only bums went to the beach on Monday morning – bums and students and nutcases, like him. He wandered down the Rha Farme de Amoedo, his eyes blinking in the morning sun. It was only nine, but already it was thirty-two degrees in the shade. All around him were colours , voices, people opening their shops, tidying their displays, meeting friends for breakfast. Antonio wished he was meeting a friend.
	These days, he couldn’t tell apart what was real and what only appeared to him. The passerby, the goddess of the sea, Yemenger, waiting for him by the beach kiosk – all this was real to him. As was the tall handsome man he glimpsed across the street, in the same 1950s-style clothes Antonio liked to wear. His long-dead father, walking to work, his eyes looking straight ahead, not seeing Antonio. He was real too.

This student chose to write about an already existing character from her novel-in-progress. What’s conveyed in these lines is a sense of regret and nostalgia that came to this student from listening to the concerto. Antonio is seeing his father because he misses his father – ‘his eyes look straight ahead’. He misses him because of what was and is missing from their relationship. It is interesting too that Antonio is stuck in the past, he wears 1950s clothing, he’s also ‘stuck’ in that he is not doing anything, going to the beach Monday morning, acting like a ‘bum’, but he is clearly not a regular bum. I’m not so sure about the obvious loneliness signified by ‘he wished he was meeting a friend’. Is it too straightforward an expression of the desire for connection? I’d suggest working it into the fabric of the story the way the other details about Antonio are woven effortlessly into the action. 
2.
When the piano was delivered, Liam stood barefoot in the hall to watch. He pulled at Fran’s coat and signed ‘what’s up?’ She hadn’t told him it was coming, hadn’t warned him and now she turned her back on him without answering. It was a beautiful black, Victorian piano, curled fretwork, broken in a few places, and backed with faded velvet the colour of a bruise.
	But the best thing was the sound, in tune with itself, but deeper than it should be.

What seems to work so well here is that turning away of the mother, Fran, from her son. ‘She hadn’t told him’ and yet she was entranced with this huge but beautiful black object. Liam stood ‘barefoot’ is a telling detail, he is naked, his heart is bared, he wants her, but she is lost to the piano. And, ‘the colour of the bruise’? Does that suggest the bruised hearts that need to be comforted, his and hers, by the sound of something in tune with itself? Child looking to mother; mother looking to piano; both looking out for something to make them whole? 
3.
Delilah bends her body around the instrument. Her heavy hair falls forward hiding her face which is twisted in concentration and pain.
	‘Smile during your audition,’ her mother’s parting words bother her still and make her frown harder. She doesn’t think of the emotion of the piece or the art. She thinks of the black notes marching across the paper. She thinks of the musicians listening to her beyond the screen. They cannot see her. With a screen in place more female musicians are hired, but they will not hire her. At night she dreams of varnished wood blistering and burning in a fire. For all its weight there is very little wood in a cello. Its bulk is mostly emptiness.

Not surprisingly, considering the stimulus of the Beethoven concerto, music returns in the shape of Delilah’s cello (a good name, I think). This time a fraught, ‘painful’ mother-daughter  relationship and a struggle with the ‘black notes marching across the paper.’ I think this is spoilt by the artificiality or archness of the point of view. ‘She doesn’t think of the emotion of the piece or the art.’ That doesn’t sound like Delilah’s thoughts and I don’t quite believe the over-written ‘varnished wood blistering and burning in a fire’ which calls up something melodramatic like Polanski’s, The Pianist. The same applies to the last two lines. A little too clever and obviously symbolic perhaps.  The Du Pre-esque ‘heavy hair’ falling and hiding her face works. Do we see into this girl? What does she want, apart from her mother to go away? This writing has fine expressions, ‘she bends her body around the instrument’ but they don’t tell us enough about Delilah. 
4.
She tells him to go and take a seat and that someone will be with him shortly. So, he heads into the direction that she indicates with her outstretched hand. He notes her nails are lime-green, aside from the little finger. The nail varnish must have rubbed off there, as it wiggles taint-free at him.
	Sitting down he looks absently at a stack of newspapers on the table next to him. He picks up the New York Express. It is a Monday issue and today is Thursday. Nevertheless, he begins to flick through it. His eyes scan the words but nothing gets processed. Instead, he sees a series of perfectly joined figures, which are rather pretty when he comes to think of it despite their insignificance.

This student is ‘profoundly deaf’. The music, she told me, came across as a blur of sounds. The emotion in response to question 2 was ‘detachment’. She is also one of the youngest in the group. Younger students often find it difficult to know what to write about, which I know from our tutorial is the case with this student. The last sentence mirrors the student’s uncertainty in relation to this nameless protagonist. This writer is trying to engage with her subject, but is not sure how to get there. The opening sentence might have suggested that this person is waiting for the results of a test, but this thread is dropped and the person becomes ‘absent, distracted’. The observations seem unreal, ‘writerly’: ‘taint-free’, ‘wiggles, perfectly joined fingers’. 
5.
‘The boys laughed at him. The girls were chatting amongst themselves. Bez wondered if he should get help, but it was only his first day in class and he wanted to make a good impression on his colleagues as well as the kids. But the kids could have been on another planet, in a different solar system, where there was no need to learn about religion because there were no religions.
	‘Afro man!’ one of the kids shouted.
	‘Less of that,’ Bez replied. The frustration he had tried to suppress was starting to build.’

No one listening to what I have to say
Everyone’s a million miles away
Then they notice my hair
And start to stare 

 I have included student 5’s poem here because it adds to the humour and poignancy of this writing. Everyone in this piece is in their own world: the girls talking, the boys laughing and the teacher in his head. It’s the opposite of what one might expect from a classroom or a lesson about religion. Is it too early to speak of yearning? Desire exists, it’s his first day in class and he wants to succeed in making a good impression, although there is  more than a hint of self-sabotage in this teacher’s thoughts. In the notes, the student says, Bez has a red Afro almost like a clown; not a good idea, for a teacher entering a classroom for the first time.
6.

She was late – not actually late for anything (she was always that kind of late – she got it from her mom). No, she was late, late – the girl kind of late. She and Ty had been talking about kids since they started dating. There was even a point where it was a real option, in the beginning. But he was still in Law school and she was working in a nursery and a baby would have been a serious wrench in those plans. They decided they weren’t ready. They didn’t tell many people, but the ones they did agreed they made the responsible decision. She never told her sister Annie because Annie made the exact opposite decision and now she has three-year-old twins and is as happy as you can be when you gave up your dreams at 23. 
	But now was a better time for Katherine and Ty. They had moved into a perfect apartment in SF. It even had a yard. They both had well paying jobs. They were almost 30. It was now. Early menopause runs in the family she thought to herself.

Katherine wants a baby, and she is ready. That much is clear. Too clear perhaps. Who is she? Why do we care? About her or Ty? The voice, ‘generic Californian (but not valley)’ is sustained and credible, but are there too many generalizations? There isn’t a striking or memorable detail I can find about either of them. ‘She was late’, is a kind of clichéd opening to a hundred chicklit novels. We need some descriptive flash - something distinctive, sharp, close up, memorable about Katherine, to bring her alive.  More and more, I see that telling detail opens the door to the character’s desire. Here, the desire seems too clear, whether Katherine is or isn’t pregnant, whether she gets what she wants or not, will not change the fact that she still awaits parturition as a character in this story. 
	Here we see, very clearly I think, why it doesn’t work to fabricate desire or schematically engineer or inject it into your fiction. Perhaps what it is, is that if your character comes alive on the page, if you can make your ‘reader feel what he was like alive’ as Hughes says, then desire will flow out of him or her in the same way that a character urinates or eats, though we are rarely shown that in stories. 
7.

Pissing it down. Small Jonnie sits at the bus shelter, hood up. He checks his phone and waits. The punter said he’d be here at ten to. Small Jonnie’s done this one before. He smells like onions, but at least he’s quick. Ten minutes, close your eyes, thrill of the twenty quid.
The number 63 pulls up and the doors open. The driver gives him a look. Small Jonnie gives him the finger.
As the doors are about to close a girl gets off. Her hair is pulled off her face.
	‘Hello Jonnie,’ she says.
He doesn’t reply. Doesn’t know who the fuck she is.
	‘Don’t you remember me?’ she asks. ‘Chantelle.’ 
He’s shocked. The last time he met Chantelle, they were both ten years old and got caught nicking a tin of Roses in Woolworths. Now she’s got a pair on her and lip gloss so much it makes her mouth glow in the dark.

This writing is sharp and the voice is confident. SJ is twitchy, criminal, angry. Hard core. A Nike tick shaved on the side of his head. See the casual way he gives the bus driver the finger.  The twenty quid sounds like a drug. We wonder at his age? Notes tell us he is twelve and that he’s got ribbed condoms in his pocket. They’re for punters.  Chantelle, with her hair pulled off her face, real, but also a bit of a stereotype as is the nicking of Roses from Woolworth. It works, though. The lip gloss in the dark leaves you with something like a strange shiver. This is a depiction of the underclass, hoodies and trackies and all, smelling of onions and tits and grimy pound notes. Not surprising that this is a successful writer of detective thrillers. The writing is fast, crisp, loud as a fart in a funeral, making no bones, taking no prisoners. Is there ‘yearning’ here? It’s too early to say, but something has been suggested, opened up, by the chance meeting with Chantelle.
8. 

Campbell left the newsagents, the queue looking at him disapproving, shaking heads, one of them smiling smugly. On the pavement he stopped. He’d been angry in the shop, or at least he had shown anger, but now, outside. He felt desperate. He knew that he had given ten quid to the newsagent. That was why he’d bought a packet of twenty. If he’d only had five he wouldn’t have done that would he? He walked  across the few steps to the railing and leaned against it looking at the traffic passing by to decide what to do next. He took the packet from his pocket – unwrapped it, took a cigarette and lit it. Inhaled the smoke as far as it would go, then breathed it out slowly.

The unwrapping of a packet of cigarettes as all smokers know is one of the most seductive and tactilely delicious parts of smoking.  The long inhale at the end and the slow breathing out. That is almost the perfect physical expression of a kind of yearning. The yearning to be understood, to be believed, to be heard, comforted and finally to be loved. Campbell, the desperate man, is a name out of a Greene novel. It’s an interesting coincidence perhaps that the previous opening, totally different in style and content, was also about twenty quid. The rhythm of the writing helps. The short sentences mirroring his desolation and self-doubt. We are with him throughout, feeling sorry for him perhaps
9.

Bailey, you sat on the bus and soaked up the condensation from the window with your left forearm, and considered the winter and the appropriate time to stop wearing shorts. You attempted then, to slam those clammy thighs together and use bored muscles; there are no free seats, so she must sit next to you, despite the sweat, despite the scent and your fidgeting gaze and dark armpits.
	Don’t you like red hair and business dresses and visible bra straps? Bailey, you constructed a scene. She plays herself, your role is recast. An obscene scene that collapses  under its own implausibility and cliché. Guilt applauds you. Then you tried to dab the sweat away without her noticing. 
	What did she read? Ayn Rand. You know a thing or two to say. Reach down for it. 
	Bailey, you watched her ring the bell and walk away through the smear you made on the window.

What does the second person voice do in this piece? It seems to create a feeling of nostalgic reflection. As if we are watching Bailey in a movie, but through the eyes of someone whom he knows really well. As we read on we realize those eyes are Bailey’s own eyes, he is watching himself. He is a ghost of himself. The writing has a Salingeresque feel. Intimate, playful, detailed, but also uncomfortable. The condensation from the window to the arm to the clammy thighs and then the dark armpits.  
The ‘obscene scene’?  Sexual union, Kama Sutra with a stranger on a bus? But Bailey’s clever and ‘knows a thing or too’. Too late, she’s gone. And now you’re left with a smear on the window. A smear on your character. This strikes me as complete. Like a short prose-poem, in fact the four-line poem is a poor version of this much richer, more densely allusive piece of imaginative writing. Bailey gets inside us, I think.  He is both a wisp and a concrete sweaty man in shorts giving space to his meandering public transport fantasies which are expressed through a screen of self-consciousness and self-loathing and a desire for connection and union.
 
Through this set of experimental exercises I wanted to see if I could help students to make up more credible characters with real problems, obstacles and yearnings, if I started them off with an emotion recognizable to themselves. I guess this obeys the Creative Writing dictum that you should ‘write about what you know’; but in this case, only as a jumping-off point or a fulcrum around which to create a character’s life, voice, physical experience etc. I was asking them to work fast through these exercises. But in subsequent exercises and in their own time it might be useful for them to focus on one of my questions and really meditate and concentrate and compose, hone, develop around that singular, peculiar, distinctive detail that Ted Hughes drives at in his chapter, ‘Writing About People’. 
Apart from the fact that transcribing my students’ work in this way gave me an added insight into their strengths and weaknesses as writers and the subjects they lean towards, I think it is possible to see, in some of the pieces, the ways in which a character with potential to be developed in a story can come alive in the imagination of the reader. How such a character might be built out of a mixture of striking, condensed, particularized, perhaps idiosyncratic detail. 
Some of these examples show us that the language in which these traits are conveyed to the reader is crucial. If it appears artificial or manufactured or signposted by the writer it tends to fall flat, it lacks the buoyancy to float our imagination; to help us lose ourselves in a story. The same could be said about the location of desire or yearning in the imagined characters. You can’t just lay it on the line.  It has to be subtly hinted at, almost allowed for, rather than reached for by the writer. In other words, you do your work of submerging yourself in the character and then you wait and see and hope. With any luck, that central spine of energy that takes us through life and makes us who we are will crackle into flame.  As Orhan Pamuk said in a Harvard lecture on writing, ‘Whether my protagonists resemble me or not, I make every effort to identify with them. I imagine them into being, little by little, so as to see the world of the novel through their eyes.’ (Pamuk, 2011)
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